A1 Movers

1. Read about Milo and colour her food.

What's your favourite food, Milo?

I really love pizza! My favourite pizza is vegetable pizza. I love the colours of vegetable pizza. It has white onion, yellow cheese, red tomatoes and tomato sauce, orange carrots and green peas! I usually eat pizza with a milkshake. My favourite flavour milkshake is chocolate because it's sweet. Yum!

Milo

2. How many food and drink words can you find in the puzzle? Circle the words.

F O W F A Y O S S R N P E M K
K O R Z J T A P A E O B I J L
N S R Z S Y S P S N O H E E E
I E E F F O C A J F D G D C J
P E A R C X B W P R L W U D C
M I L K S H A K E Y E A I H W
B E M D N U F T U Y S B E C X
N F C A G H V T F B B E U Y H
O P F L A N O G I K S I P K E
I Y S A R Z S J R E D F I W Q
Q H K S E X G L G J D J R V P
O A D G L K F D K V G M F D H
T S Y L Y F E Q A H I F N N T
X Q Q F H J A S D Y F Q F P X
X J K B V Q Q H R A D K X Y Y

3. Complete the sentences with the words you found.

(a) My mum makes the best apple _______. It’s sweet and we eat it with ice-cream.

(b) My English teacher likes _______ with milk and sugar. She drinks 4 cups every day!

(c) A _______ is a fruit and it can be green or yellow or brown. It’s very sweet.
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(a) My mum makes the best apple _______. It's sweet and we eat it with ice-cream. **pie**

(b) My English teacher likes _______ with milk and sugar. She drinks four cups every day! **coffee**

(c) A _______ is a fruit and it can be green or yellow or brown. It's very sweet. **pear**